
Present the first INSTallment of an annual spectacle 
That brings together the communities of 

Muralist, Web 3, MUSIC and Fashion



SPONSORSHIP TIERS
100k

Main stage logo for the "MASTERS OF THE BATTLEVERSE” Mural/Dance Competition
Above the title credit on the full length documentary.
Prominent mural wall in Wynwood, Miami for 30 days minimum with an option to extend

A mural on a prominent wall at the GATES HOTEL. 
Produced time lapse video of the painting of your mural for advert purposes.
Complimentary 4 day stay at the Gates Hotel for DIVE and Art Basel.
Complimentary bottle as a room amenity.

         ( Limited to the first 3 sponsors )



50k
A rare limited edition series of a Live muralist painting on your product or your branding on a canvas that would be
live streamed during DIVE. The sponsors and would receive the items to be later auctioned or sold at your
discretion.
Mural on a prominent wall at the GATES HOTEL.
Prominent mural wall in Wynwood, Miami for 30 days minimum with an option to extend. 

Produced time lapse video of the painting of your mural for advert purposes.
Complimentary 4 day stay at the Gates Hotel for DIVE.
Complimentary bottle as a room amenity.

        ( Limited to the first 2 sponsors )

30k
Prominent placement during the Friday night fashion show.
Prominent placement in the Grand entry floor for DIVE to last 10 days.
Dance floor logo for the 4 day event. The drone videos of this would be amazing.
A mural wall at the GATES HOTEL.



10k
Any daytime or evening performance or event solely with your branding at any times chosen by you

 10 physical NFT’s from a DIVE event artist to be auctioned or sold at your discretion.
A mural wall at the GATES HOTEL.

         throughout DIVE with a maximum of 4 events with the autonomy to be approved by the GATES and DIVE.

4k 
Reserved for Web3s

A front facing Collins Ave wall available for Decals.
 We have 3 options and the spaces will be chosen on a first come first serve basis. 



All Sponsorships would include the following
Advert Murals that would last 10 days and to be completed by Friday evening for the purpose of the attraction of
live painting. 
Murals without a prominent advert would last 30 days. with an option to extend.  

Adverts displayed throughout DIVE with mutually agreed upon placement.
A complimentary booth for the 4 day event (limited spaces available)
Placement in all of DIVE Social Media adverts, promotions, tags, along with all hard copy promotions.
20 VIP TICKETS that can be redeemable at the door for your guests.

       (It may be brilliant to let the murals roll over until the WMC in March.  It will be the 35 year anniversary and their largest event ever)   
        https://wintermusicconference.com/about/

Sponsorship Deadlines
All sponsorship commitments should be completed by NOV 1st. 

All artwork needs to be submitted by NOV 10 for final approvals by DIVE and The GATES.
The wall program is available upon request.

       If a later date is needed it should be communicated by then and agreed upon with DIVE.


